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PRIME MINISTER’S SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME FOR HIGHER EDUCATION OF THE
WARDS & WIDOWS OF EX-SERVICEMAN (VETERANS)/
EX-COAST GUARD EMPLOYEES (2019-20)

This scholarship is open for dependent Wards of Ex-Serviceman/ Ex-Coast Guard Personnel and their widows, pursuing professional degree programmes. Students can **apply online only** on the official website [www.ksb.gov.in](http://www.ksb.gov.in). latest by 15th November 2019. The scheme shall be implemented by the Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India and selection of candidates shall be based on merit list prepared considering the order of preference already mentioned in the instructions therein.

**Eligibility And Other Conditions:-**

- Candidate (boy) applying for the scholarship must be upto 25 years of age at the time of admission in a particular course. The female ward can apply till she gets married. There is no age limit for a widow candidate till she gets remarried.

- Applicants pursuing 1st year of Undergraduate programmes must have at least 60% marks in class 10, 12, diploma respectively. Those pursuing Post graduate programmes, must have obtained a minimum of 60% marks at the graduate degree level in addition.

- Students are required to apply only in their 1st year of the programme (except lateral entry and integrated courses) of the professional degree course.

- For integrated programmes (dual degree) where both the professional programmes have been integrated, students will get the scholarship only for the first professional degree. Eg. – B.Tech. - M.Tech; B.E. - M.E.; BBA- MBA, etc.

- For integrated programmes (dual degree), where 1st degree is academic and the second one is professional, the student will get the scholarship only for the second part/professional part of the course and not for the non-professional part. Eg. – BA+LLB; BBA+LLB; B.Com.+LLB; B.Sc+B.Ed., etc.

**Note:** It is mandatory for all students to clear their exams in the first attempt for continuation of scholarship. Repetition or failure at any level of progression of the programme will disqualify the student for the scholarship.

Students are advised to go through the check-list, flow-chart, instructions and FAQ’s available for convenience of applicants and ensure fulfillment of all mandatory requirements in respect of the specific documentary evidence of eligibility in advance.
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